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Results of Folkman and Lawrence and Mandel on representations of oriented 
matroids by topological spheres are used to prove a method of constructing orien- 
ted matroids from intersections of smooth topological hyperplanes. A class of such 
constructions is given corresponding to non real-representable matroids of rank p 
on 2p + 1 elements, p > 4. 0 1987 Academx Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In their paper [S], Folkman and Lawrence showed that oriented 
matroids are completeley describable in terms of geometric topology. 
Specifically, certain collections of topological spheres and balls or 
“arrangements of pseudohemispheres,” as they call them, create oriented 
matroids in the same way that R” and collections of halfspaces create an 
obvious combinatorial structure. Geometrically speaking, Folkman and 
Lawrence showed that oriented matroids are in some sense always 
representable, but by arrangements of pseudohemispheres rather than 
arrangements of hyperplanes. 
Mandel in his recent thesis [IO] described “sphere systems” which are 
simpler than arrangements of pseudohemispheres but in effect the same 
thing. With slight modifications we adopt them here as “spherical 
arrangements.” 
We describe a way to create spherical arrangements, and by implication 
oriented matroids, using the properties of smooth manifolds and some 
well-known results from differential topology. Specifically we show that 
various smooth topological hyperspheres in S” whose antipodal projections 
into R” satisfy a “strong transversality” condition and are genuine hyper- 
planes outside a bounded region, must constitute a spherical arrangement. 
This result is Theorem 3, Section 6, the main theorem. 
Theorem 3’s assumption that these projections into R”, or “pseudohyper- 
planes,” be identical to hyperplanes outside a bounded region (without 
which it is false) places a severe restriction on the oriented matroids 
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resulting from such arrangements since the contraction to the “infinity 
element” is always representable. Indeed an arrangement representing the 
dual could always consist of various genuine hyperspheres of Sd (for 
appropriate d) and just one topological hypersphere. 
Nevertheless, these oriented matroids are in general nonrepresentable, as 
is easily seen from simple examples like non-Pappus matroids.,In this sense 
the arrangements of pseudohyperplanes described in the Theorem 3 are 
nontrivial. 
The paper concludes by using the main result to exhibit a class of 
smooth spherical arrangements which combinatorially are nonrepresen- 
table matroids of rank p on 2p + 1 elements, p > 4. 
Recommended background is a knowledge of matroid theory at the level 
of Whitney’s original paper [ 161, or better yet Minty [ 141, and also some 
knowledge of differential topology, for which excellent references are 
Guillemin and Pollack [7] and Milnor [ 131. 
2. ORIENTED MATROIDS 
Given k 3 1, for v E R”, we define the support of u as X E { +, 0}” such 
that 
x, = 
0 if vi = 0 
+ if v, # 0 
and define the signed support of v as X E { + , - , 0) k such that 
if vj =0 
if vj >O 
if vj < 0, 
where 16 j<k. 
For example, let v = (3, -2, 0, 5, - 7). Then 
X=(-t, +, 0, +, +) 
A-=(+, -, 0, +, -). 
Given a signed support X, we will denote the corresponding unsigned 
support by X. A support X1 is contained in a support X2 if for each 
je {l,..., k), X,’ = 0 implies XJ’ = 0. A signed support X’ is contained in X2 if 
X’ is contained in X2. 
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For example, (0, +, +, +) contains (0, 0, -, -). 
With respect to a collection W of signed or unsigned supports, XE W is 
minimal if it does not properly contain the support of any other nonzero 
XIE w. 
Given a full row-rank m x n matrix A over R, let 
V= {x~R”:Ax=0} 
I/*= +R”: y=z=A,z~R”}. 
Observe that I’ and I’* are complementary orthogonal subspaces of R”. 
Let C be the set of minimal supports of I’, and D be the set of minimal 
supports of V*. Then C and D are the circuits and cocircuits of a dual pair 
of representable matroids over E = Cl,..., n}, denoted by (E: C, D), with the 
obvious identification of a support X with {e E E: X, # 01. 
Let C, D be the set of minimal signed supports of V, I/*, respectively. 
One can verify: 
(i) XE C implies -XE C (and similarly for XE D). 
(ii) X1, X2 E C and X’ = X2 implies Xi = 2 X2 (and similarly for X1, 
X’ED). 
(iii) XE C and YE D implies X, = Y, # 0 for some e E E if and only if 
Xc>, = -Y,, #O for some e’E E. 
In general let E= {e(l),..., e(n)}, and define an n-support and signed 
n-support as members of (0, + } E and (0, +, - 14 respectively. Let 
(E, C, D) designate a matroid, where C and D are sets of n-supports such 
that X E C if and only if {e E E: X, = + } is a circuit, and Y E D if and only 
if {e E E: Y, = + 1 is a cocircuit. Suppose C and D are sets of signed sup- 
ports over E such that XE C implies X E C, and YE D implies YE D, and 
such that C and D satisfy properties (i), (ii), and (iii) above. Then 
(E, C, D) is orientable, and members of C and D are the circuits and cocir- 
cuits, respectively, of the oriented matroid (E, C, D). 
This definition of oriented matroids follows Bland [ 11, but there are 
many equivalent ones. See for example Bland and Las Vergnas [2] and 
Folkman and Lawrence [S]. 
A signed support X’ is said to conform to a signed support X2 if for each 
e(j) E (41 I,..., e(k)), Xi(,) = + ( - ) implies J+j, = + ( - ). 
For example, (0, 0, -, +, -, - ) conforms to ( +, -, -, +, -, - ), 
but not to (+, -, -, +, -, +). 
Given an oriented matroid (E, C, D), the signed span of C, denoted 
Span(C), is the collection of signed supports XE ( + , - , 0} E such that for 
each eE E, if X, #O, then there exists a X’ E C such that X:.=X,, and X 
conforms to X. 
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Designate a subset E’ E E. Define C\E’ as the set of X which satisfy 
(i) XE (+, -, O}(E'E'), 
(ii) there exists a x’ E C such that X’,. = 0 and X’E,E’ = XE,E’. 
In other words, C\S consists of those members of C which “live” outside 
of E’. On the other hand, we define D/E’ as the set of minimal X which 
satisfy 
(i) XE (+, -, O}(E’E’) 
(ii) there exists an x’ E D such that XIE,E’ = XE,E’. 
The deletion of E’, (E\E’, C\S, D/E’) is again an oriented matroid. 
Deleting E’ from the dual oriented matroid (E, D, C), it follows (E\E’, 
C/E’, D\E’) is an oriented matroid, the contraction or dual deletion of E’. 
3. SPHERICAL ARRANGEMENTS 
An n-sphere (n-ball) is a subset of a Euclidean space homeomorphic to 
s”z {x~R”+l: 1x1= l} (D”= {xER~: /xj<l}). A hypersphere of an 
n-sphere S is an n - l-sphere So c S such that So is the boundary of two 
closed n-balls Sf , S- covering S. We say St, f? are the complementar-v 
closed hemispheres (or complementary pseudohemispheres) corresponding to 
So. The sets S+ = s’\S’, SP = s-\S” are the sides or open hemispheres of 
SO. 
A spherical arrangement is an ordered triple (E, S, C), where E is a finite 
index set, S a topological n-sphere, and 2 a map from E to ordered pairs of 
subsets of S such that for each e E E, Z(e) = s,‘, s; ), where 
(a) S,+, S; are complementary closed hemispheres of S or 
,q,+ = s,- = s; = s. 
(In the latter case e will be called a loop of the spherical arrangement.) 
(b) For each E, c E, n Sf (e E EF) is a topological sphere (possibly 
empty ). 
(c) For every E, c E and .a~ E, either n Sz (eE EF) E. Sz, or 
Sf n (n St (e E EF)) is a hypersphere of n Sz (e E E,) whose sides are 
S~n((JS~(eEEF))andS,n(r)S~(eEE~-)). 
Note (E, S, L’) induces a collection (cJ(x): x E S} of signed supports via 
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the map c: S-+ (+, -, OjE, where we define a(n) = X such that for each 
e E E, 
if x E S: 
if x E S; 
if x E Sz. 
Given a spherical arrangement (E, S, Z), we say that a signed support 
XE{+, -,O}EisacoverofSifUS?(eEE,X,#O)=S.Wesaythatthis 
cover is minimal if the union of any proper subcollection of the s? such 
that X, # 0 fails to cover S. 
Folkman and Lawrence [S, Theorem 16, p. 2181 exhibited a natural 
map from spherical arrangements into oriented matroids, given in the 
following theorem. Indeed they showed this map onto [S, Theorem 20, 
p. 2251. 
THEOREM 1. Let (E, S, 2’) be a spherical arrangement. Then (E, C, D) is 
an oriented matroid, where (g(x): XE Sl = Span(D), and C is the collection 
of minimal covers of S. 
Given a primal-dual oriented matroid (E, C, D), we will refer to each 
member X of Span(D) as a cell. 
Suppose we have a spherical arrangement (E, S, C) such that (E, C, D) is 
the primal-dual oriented matroid in which C and D correspond to the 
minimal covers and a-map, respectively. Observe that a-i identifies each 
cell of Span(D) with a subset of S. Intuitively we see that these are precisely 
the various regions into which the hyperspheres Sz, e E E, divide up S. 
Similarly, a flat F will correspond geometrically to an intersection of the 
spheres St indexed by some subset E, of E. Specifically, F is the set of all 
cells X such that X, = 0. Any cell has a unique minimal flat containing it. 
Given a flat F, define a-‘(F) = U B ~ ‘(X) (XE F). Observe, as mentioned 
above, K’(F) = n Sz (e E EF). 
It can be shown (Mandel [lo, Lemma 3, p. 2011) that for each cell XE 
Span(D), o’-‘(X) is homeomorphic to an open k-ball. Its boundary is the 
union of all those oP’(X’) such that X’ is a cell properly covered by X. 
Define the dimension of a flat F, denoted d(F), as one less than the rank 
of the contracted minor (E\E,, C/E,, D\E,). Then from matroid theory 
d(F) = p(E)-p(E,) - 1, where p is the rank function of the matroid 
(E, C, D). The dimension of a cell X is defined as the dimension of the 
smallest flat that contains it. 
A uertex is a O-cell. It can be shown a cell is a vertex if and only if it is a 
cocircuit of D. 
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Suppose fi Sz (GEE) = @, i.e., a-‘(O) = @. We say such a spherical 
arrangement is proper. This is equivalent [ 11, Proposition 2.3.5, p. 331 to 
saying for any k-flat F, K’(F) is a k-sphere, or equivalently, for any k-cell 
X, a-‘(X) is a k-ball. 
4. PSEUDOHYPERPLANES AND THEIR ARRANGEMENTS 
A pseudohyperplane is an antipodal projection of a hypersphere of S”, 
minus its intersection with the equator, into R”. Similarly for arrangements. 
Specifically, let (E, C, D) be an oriented matroid generated by a not 
necessarily proper spherical arrangement (E, S, C) of at least two elements 
Choose some nonloop 11~ E, which we designate the affine or infinity 
element. Without loss of generality (Mandel [lo, Theorem 1, p. 1291) 
assume: 
(i) S=s”. 
(ii) SO,= [xES”: x,+~ =O>. 
(iii) St: =S”n (xER”+‘: x,,+, <O>. 
(iv) For each XESpan(D), a-I(-X)= {xES~: -XE(T-‘(X)). 
Any antipodal points q, -q E S”\Si generate a line in R”+ ’ which has 
a unique intersection x4 with (x E R”+ ‘: x, + , = -1 }. Define the 
homeomorphism TI: ST -+ R” such that x(q) = (xl,..., x;). 
Let e E E - p. We say n(Sz\S;) is a pseudohyperplane of R”. Any 
pseudohyperplane H, has a unique hypersphere Sf generating it, since Sz is 
just the closure of x-‘(H,) in the topological space S:. 
If the pseudohyperplanes in a collection are all be generated by a single 
spherical arrangement satisfying (i)-(iv) above, then this collection is an 
arrangement of pseudohyperplanes. 
Sometimes this process is reversible. Suppose for instance we start with 
some collection of hyperplanes {H,: e E E - p} in R”. We can construct a 
corresponding spherical arrangement as follows: For each eE E, let 
M, ER”+’ be such that T’(H,) c {x: ccTx=O}, and letting, say, Sz = 
(xTx > 01, we can thus define the spherical arrangement (E, S”, C). Note 
that in our choice of the M,‘S we made an implicit assignment of + and - 
hemispheres. 
By introducing an infinity sphere SE it makes sense to say whether two 
genuine n - l-spheres Sz,,, and S&, are parallel. We simply observe 
whether their x-images, the hyperplanes Hecl) and Hec2), are parallel in the 
conventional sense. We use this property to define parallel hyperspheres of 
(E, S, .Z’) using (E, C, D). 
Specifically, e(l), e(2) E E (and Sz,,,, Sf,,,) are parallel with respect to 
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p(Sz) if and only if by dual deleting (p, e(l)} one obtains the same flat as 
by dual deleting {p, e(2)}, i.e., D\{p, e(1)) =D\{p, (2)). This is equivalent 
to saying, for any cocircuit XE D, X, = X,,, ) = 0 if and only if X, = 
x e(2) = 0. 
We extend this definition to arbitrary flats (following Mandel [lo, 
p. 141) by saying that two flats F(l), F(2) (and likewise their 
corresponding sphere intersections) are parallel if and only if for the two 
oriented matroids corresponding to the cocircuit sets D\(E,(,, + ,u) and 
D\(EF(,, +p), there is one which is a dual deleted minor of the other. 
Suppose we have a collection of pseudohyperplanes in R” (not all 
genuine hyperplanes) whose intersection is empty or a single point. 
Ordinarily, of course, they would not be an arrangement, so we are 
interested in offering some useful conditions under which they would be. 
We begin with the following lemma, for which we need some definitions. 
A subset M G R” is an m-manifold if each point of A4 has a neighborhood 
in M homeomorphic to an open m-ball. A subset Nc M which is an 
r-manifold is an r-submanifold of M. If N is an m - 1-submanifold of an 
m-manifold M, we say N is locally jlat if for each x E N there is a 
neighborhood M, of x in M and a homeomorphism h.,: M, + R’” such 
that h,(M, n N) = R”‘- ‘. 
LEMMA 1. Let (H,: e E E’). be a collection of locally flat n - l-manifolds 
in R”, each identical to a hyperplane outside a bounded region. Suppose for 
l?;,c E’ and E E E’\E>-: 
(i) n H, (e E EL) is empty or homeomorphic to Rk, 0 <k < n - 1. 
(ii) Either n H, (eEl$) G H,, or H, n (0 H, (eE EL)) is a 1ocall.v 
flat submarlifold of n H, (e E EF). 
Then { H, : e E E’ } is an arrangement of pseudohyperplanes. 
ProoJ: Let ,u $ I? and E = E’ + ~1. The lemma says there exists a C: 
E + s” such that (E, s”, C) is a spherical arrangement, where SO, = (x E S”: 
X ?I+1 =O}, and for each eEE’, 
S~=C~{XES”: x or -XEC’(H,)) (Cl = closure). 
We use the fact that near S’i each Sz (e E E’) is identical to a great 
hypersphere of s”. In particuar, this, together with property (i), implies (b) 
of the definition of spherical arrangement, as well as (c) for any intersec- 
tions including SE. It remains to show (a), and (c) for those intersections 
not including S$ We use a result of Brown [4, Theorem 4, p. 3391 to the 
effect that a locally flat embedding of a codimension 1 sphere in a sphere is 
a hypersphere. This immediately implies (a). Furthermore if n Sz 
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(e E EF + E) is a proper subset of fi Sf (e E EIF), then since the former set is 
locally flat in the latter, it is a hypersphere. Because of the linearity con- 
ditions, the intersections of the sides of 0 Sz (e E EIF) with S,t and S, are 
nonempty. Since these sides are open balls, any points on one may be con- 
nected without crossing its boundary, hence without intersecting Sz. It 
follows all points of n S: (e E EF) on one side of the hypersphere are in S,+ 
and all points on the other side are in SC, hence (c) is satisfied. 1 
5. SMOOTH MANIFOLDS AND STRONG TRANVERSALITY 
By smooth manifold we mean a C” submanifold of Euclidean space. 
Let X and Z be submanifolds of a smooth n-manifold Y. We say that X 
is transversal to Z if for each x E Xn Z, T,(X) + T,(Z) = r,(Y). That is, 
the tangent spaces of 2%’ and Z at x span that of Y at x. In this case we have 
the well-known result that the intersection of two transversal submanifolds 
X and 2 of Y is again a submanifold of Y, and the codimension of Xn Z 
equals the sum of the codimensions of X and Z. Furthermore, if X has a 
boundary aA’ which is also transversal to Z, (Z, Y boundaryless), then 
X n Z has boundary dX A Z. 
Given a collection {X, : e E E} of smooth II - l-manifolds in R”, we say 
these manifolds are strongly transversal if for any E, c E, 1 E, 1 <n, and 
any choice of (x(e) E X,: e E E,4}, the vectors {v:(,): e E EA} are linearly 
independent, where for each e E E,, Qrj is normal to T,,,,(X,). 
Observe in the special case where each .X7, is a hyperplane of R”, our 
definition becomes the usual one of general position. 
It is easy to prove the following useful lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose {XC c R”: e E E) is a strongly transversal collection 
of smooth n - l-manifolds, and (e(l),..., e(k) j G E, where k < n. Then for any 
j such that 0 < j < k, then n {.=, XeCi, is empty or a smooth n - j manifold. rf 
nonempty it is transversal to XPC j+, ,. 
6. MAIN THEOREM 
We now state and prove the main theorem, Theorem 3. 
The idea is this: Suppose we have a collection of at least n hyperplanes in 
R” which are in general position (i.e., any n hyperplanes intersect in a 
single point.) These hyperplanes correspond to a spherical arrangement in 
S”, which in turn corresponds to an oriented matroid with a designated 
infinity element p. Suppose that, within a bounded region, we smoothly 
distort each of these hyperplanes into pseudohyperplanes. Our theorem 
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says that, if for any II points chosen from any n distinct pseudohyperplanes, 
the collection of normal vectors to the n tangent spaces is linearly indepen- 
dent, then these pseudohyperplanes still correspond to a spherical 
arrangement, and hence an oriented matroid (though not in general a 
representable one). 
The proof of Theorem 3 is an application of the following well-known 
result from differential topology: 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a smooth manifold with boundary which is a 
closed subset of R”, and let f: M--f [a, b] be a C” real-valuedfunction. Sup- 
pose f has no critical points, f (8M) = {a, b}, and /Of I is bounded on M. 
Then there is a dtffeomorphism 
F: f-‘(a)x [a, b] +M 
such that if 
g: f-'(a)x la, 61-t Ca,bl 
is given by g= fF, then g-‘(c)= (f-‘(a), c) for all CE [a, b]. In particular, 
the family of sets (f-‘(c): c E [a, b] > are dzffeomorphic. 
For a proof see Hirsch [S, Theorem 2.2, p. 153 and p. 156, No. lo]. See 
also Milnor [12, Theorem 3.1, p. 121. 
THEOREM 3 (Main Theorem). Let {H,: e E E} consist of at least n 
strongly transversal smooth mantfolds in R”, each dtffeomorphic to R”- I, 
and such that for each e E E, H, is identical to a hyperplane H,L outside a 
bounded region. Then {H,: e E E) is an arrangement of pseudohyperplanes. 
Proof We will apply Lemma 1. Condition (ii) follows since smooth 
submanifolds are locally flat. It remains to show condition (i). 
Choose E, C_ E such that 0 < 1 E, ) < n. Let A4 = fi H, (e E Er). Lemma 2 
implies M is a smooth k-manifold, h- = n - / E, I. Since each H, is closed in 
R”, so is A4. Given E E E\E,, we seek to show MA H, z Rk- 1 (where z 
denotes diffeomorphic to), therefore proving condition (i) and the theorem. 
We will apply Theorem 2 to M, using a “height function” h”: R” --+ R which 
we will define. 
Let L denote the line fi H,L (e E E, u EG), where E, u E, consists of 
n - 1 distinct members of E-E. Without loss of generality assume L 
parallel to the x1 coordinate axis. Let x ERR. Then there is a unique 
translation of L, call it L,, containing X, and L, intersects H, at a unique 
point y. To see this, let L, be a sufficiently large translation of L so that it 
intersects the linear part of H, at point z. By Lemma 2, for a E [0, 11, L 
translated through ux + (1 - (x)z intersects H, at i isolated points, and by 
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compactness i is finite. By transversality i is constant in the range u + 6 for 
some 6 > 0. Therefore i = 1, and y is well defined. We then define h”(x) = 
xi - yl. Observe h” is smooth since the projection of R” into {XE R”: 
x1 = O> restricted to H, is diffeomorphic. Furthermore h” j A4 has no 
critical points. This amounts to saying for XEM, Vh’(x) is not orthogonal 
to T,(M), which follows from the strong transversality condition. 
Now let M, = n HfL (e E EF). Then L, c M, if x E M,. Let f = h” / M. 
Since M is an affine subspace of R” outside a compact subset of M, we can 
choose a > 0 big enough so that f-i (t} c M, for all t > a. Since f is 
smooth and without critical points it follows, sincef-‘(0) and f -'(a} are 
nonempty, M’= fP’[O, a] is a smooth k-manifold with boundary 
f-‘CO, a) (cf. [7, p. 621). 
Consider V,j: It is clearly bounded on M. We can apply the preceding 
theorem to f restricted to M’. The theorem tells us in particular that there 
exists a diffeomorphism 
F: f-‘(O}x[O,a]+M 
such that the images of f-‘(O) x (0} and f-‘(O) x {a)- under F are, 
respectively,.f-‘(0) and!-‘(a) (and thereforefP1{O) z~~‘{u>). 
We wish to showy-‘{a) zRRkP’. From this it will follow thatf-‘{0} = 
H, n A4 z R”- ’ and condition (i) of Lemma 1 will follow. 
By assumption H, z R”- i, say under the embedding g: R”-’ --+ R”. 
Furthermore, clearly y: Rn-’ -+ {xER”: x, =Oj given by y(x) = 
(0, g(x)2,..., g(x),,) is homeomorphic , and by strong transversality immer- 
sive, hence diffeomorphic. Therefore 
f-‘(a) 2 g-‘(Al, n H,) 
=y-'{x~M,:x, =O}~{XEM~:X, =O}ZR~-~. 1 
The conditions of Theorem 3 would still be satisfied if any pseudohyper- 
plane were replaced with a nonintersecting translation. Indeed we could 
keep the original pseudohyperplane and still have an arrangement. For- 
mally: 
COROLLARY 1. Let {H,: e E E) be a collection of smooth manifolds in 
R” satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3. Choose v E E, and let H, be a 
translation of H, such that H, n H, = 0. Let E, = E + t. Then (H,: e E E,} 
is an arrangement of pseudohyperpfanes. 
Proof Let E, = E + p and E,,i = E + p + z. Let (E,, S”, C) be a 
spherical arrangement correspondng to {H,: e E E}, and let Sy be the 
hypersphere of S” whose projection in R” is H,. Define the map E, with 
domain E,,, such that C, restricted to E, is Z, and C,(r) = (s,+, $), for 
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some choice of (S:, SF). We must show (EP,,, s”, C,) satisfies conditions 
(b) and (c) of the definition of spherical arrangement, Section 3. It suffices 
to consider E, such that r~ E,. If n Sz (e E E,) & St, then 
St n (n Sz (e E EF)) is identical to S:L n n S~J(~E EF)), where for each 
e E E So,= denotes the genuine sphere corresponding to S$ Since the latter 
set is iimply a great hypersphere of n QL (e E EF), the Generalized 
Schoenflies Theorem (Brown [3]) implies Sz divides n S$’ (e E EF) into two 
complementary balls, and (c) follows. 1 
The proof of the above corollary would have worked just as well if the 
additional pseudohyperplane H, had not necessarily been a translation of 
the H, already in the arrangement, but had merely been such that 
H, n H, = 125, and such that if we had replaced H, by H,, the resulting 
collection of pseudohyperplanes still would have satisfied the conditions of 
Theorem 3. The nonintersection of H,, and H, of course implies that their 
surrounding hyperplanes are parallel, and hence that H, and H, are them- 
selves parallel in the sense that v and T are parallel in a corresponding 
oriented matroid. 
Generalizing this idea, and using a simple inductive argument, we have 
the following additional corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Let (H,: e E E} be a collection of smooth manifolds in 
R”, where E= (1, i ,..., k, E, k + l,..., ij, for each je (l,..., k), H, n H, = 0, 
and {H, : e = i( 1 ),..., i(k), k + l,..., I> satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3, 
for any choice of (i( 1 ),..., i(k))E{l,i}x ... x(k,E}. Then {H,: eEE} is 
an arrangement of pseudohyperplanes. 
7. SPHERICAL ARRANGEMENTS FROM DEFORMATIONS 
We define a deformation of R” as a smooth isotopy (it : R” -+ R” / t E I}, 
where Z= [0, 1 ] and i,: R” --f R” is the identity map. A. deformation is 
bounded if outside a compact B c R” it coincides with a deformation {I,: 
R” -+ R” 1 f E I) such that, for each t, I, is an affine transformation, 
Suppose we are given a collection of smooth manifolds in {H,: e E E} in 
R” satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3. Let (i,: R” + R” / t EZ} be a 
bounded deformation and choose a v E E. For each t E Z the image H;, of H, 
under i, is diffeomorphic to R”-’ and flat outside a bounded region. 
Therefore for t E Z, the smooth manifolds {Ht., H,: e E E - v} will satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 3 if and only if they are strongly transversal. It is an 
easy consequence of the continuity of the determinant and the linearity of 
the pseudohyperplanes outside a compact region that there exist E > 0 such 
that strong transversality holds for all t E [0, E]. 
This has an interesting implication for any arrangement of pseudohyper- 
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planes satisfying Theorem 3 in which there exists a degenerate vertex, i.e., a 
vertex lying in more than n pseudohyperplanes, since we can always locally 
deform one or more of these hyperplanes slightly to remove the degeneracy 
while leaving the rest of the arrangement undisturbed. This implication is 
in fact a special case of the Perturbation Theorem of Fukuda [6, p. 12.41, 
and the Surgery Theorem of Mandel [lo, p. 231.1. 
A nice example is the non-Pappus configuration [9, Example 1, p. 1531, 
where a line lying on three collinear points can be deformed to miss one of 
them. Indeed we can deform the lines so that there are no degenerate inter- 
sections at all and yet Pappus’ Theorem is still implicitly violated (Ringel 
[ 1.5, p. 1011). Thus in general the oriented matroids described in 
Theorem 3 are nonrepresentable. 
As a further example, consider a parallelepiped in R3 with sides si and si, 
i = 1,2,3 such that for each i, si and si are parallel. Label each vertex of the 
parallelepiped v( i, j, k), where i = 1 or i, j = 2 or 2, and k = 3 or 5, such 
that the vertex u(i, j, k) lies on the intersection of si, sj, and sk. This label- 
ing is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Vertices v(i, 2, 3), v( 1, 2, 3), and o( 1, 2, 5) determine a hyperplane r-I, 
which is parallel to the hyperplane i7 determined by v( 1,2, 3) u(i, 2,5), -- 
and v( 1, 2, 3). Let each side of the parallelepiped correspond to a hyper- 
plane. By Corollary 2, Theorem 3 the collection of these hyperplanes and H 
and P is an arrangement of pseudohyperplanes, where ij coincides with i7 -- 
except in a small region around, say, u(l,2, 3), and is the image for suf- 
liciently small parameter of a bounded deformation of H which misses that 
vertex (see Fig. 1). An oriented matroid (or its underlying matroid) 
"il.231 
FIG. 1. The hyperplane determined by vertices ~(1, 2, J), ~(i, 2, 3), and ~(1, 2, 3) is defor- 
med slightly and misses a vertex. An oriented matroid taken from this arrangement of 
pseudohyperplanes is nonrepresentable. 
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corresponding to this arrangement of pseudohyperplanes cannot be 
representable since if it were the cocircuit Y corresponding to ~(1, 2, 3) 
would necessarily have Y, = 0, where e is the element corresponding to P, 
which is false by the construction of P. 
We can generalize this example to any dimension n 3 3 by choosing n 
hyperplanes H, ,..., H, in general position in R”, and for each i = l,..., n 
letting Hi be a hyperplane parallel but not identical to Hi. Consider the 
n-dimensional polytope consisting of the points lying between each pair of 
hyperplanes, and choose opposite vertices v, 6 as in the dimension 3 case, 
and hyperplanes H, I7 determined by the respective n points we can pivot 
to from u, 6. If we replace H by P, as above, then {H, P, H,, H,: i = l,..., n > 
is an arrangement of pseudohyperplanes. By extension of the argument in 
the dimension 3 case, an oriented matroid or matroid corresponding to this 
arrangement is nonrepresentable. 
QUESTION. Is Follkman and Lawrence’s Representation Theorem [IS, 
Theorem 20, p. 2251 true if all sphere intersections are required to be 
smooth submanifolds? Mandel has proved a piecewise linear version [ 10, 
Theorem 1, p. 1991. 
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